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Fighting fire with fire: 
let’s talk about the 
myths of carve-out

There is a lot of “fake news” making its way around the web regarding carve-in. Messaging such 
as this has recently been posted on coalition websites:

• In a carve-in arrangement, the plan sponsor has little visibility into the performance of their pharmacy 
benefit. There are no client-specific rates or rebate guarantees. There usually aren’t auditing rights. 
Maybe most importantly, they don’t have the oversight of their plan, and there’s no way to hold the 
health plan accountable for the performance of their pharmacy benefit.

• Carve-out gives more visibility into the pharmacy contract. They have auditing rights, and typically 
discounts and rebates are guaranteed at the client level. This gives the plan sponsor the necessary 
insight into how their plan is being run from a clinical perspective, giving them more options as it 
relates to proactive and tailored clinical management.

• Health plans will claim they are doing some kind of behind-the-scenes analysis that helps control 
spend and member experience; it’s really a red herring. The data on the pharmacy side is coming 
from an outside source, even in your carved-in arrangement. So when you carve-out, if any of that 
claims data is being given to the medical carrier, that connection can still be maintained.

When it gets down to it, are the medical vendor, or carrier, or TPA systems and associates the ones who 
should be answering questions on pharmacy? Or would you rather be getting that from pharmacy 
experts? Reading things like this can be infuriating, we share the feeling. But what can you do about it? 
Well for starters, you know best why each of these is complete BS, but because these messages are 
already out there, coalitions “own” the story, so consider giving them a taste of their own medicine. We 
can do the same thing with carve-out, like this:

• A pharmacy coalition’s biggest and often times only selling point is their purchasing power – they get 
you the best price because of their large member base. Often times it’s more about the lives 
threshold of a particular group that drives pricing and not that of the coalition’s overall purchasing 
power. Remember, coalitions can and do run on fairly slim margins. The largest coalition in the U.S. 
only has about 3 million members, whereas some health plans have nearly that many members on 
their own. Plus, plans who are partnered with PBMs like Express Scripts have the power of 30 million 
members. If their best selling point is purchasing power, which isn’t even that powerful, what else are 
they bringing to the table?
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• Sometimes it’s “custom solutions” – but often times, this is completely misleading. These “custom 
solutions” are not custom at all, they are in fact the exact same utilization management, network and 
formulary solutions that PBMs offer, just with a different name. Health plans can also offer these 
solutions as part of your toolbox, in addition to your own homegrown product offerings. The difference 
being, health plans truly do customize these programs by adding in a more complete care 
component.  

• With no real custom solutions or purchasing power equal to or less than the competition, what are 
you getting with a pharmacy coalition? The answer is hidden fees. There are coalition fees, 
clinical/AUM fees, and formulary management/drug list fees (for their “custom solutions”). Many times 
these fees are removed from a carve-out’s financial analysis, leading to unfair comparisons to a 
health plan offer or current arrangement. Additionally, we are enabling a system where unnecessary 
players are introduced into the supply chain, taking a cut of the cash flow, and in the end that cost 
drives up spend and makes pharmacy contracts more expensive for plan sponsors and members. 
Why introduce ANOTHER player (i.e. coalitions) to the chain to syphon off some money without 
driving incremental value to anyone?

The above copy and bullets are yours to use. Put your plan’s spin on these points and get them out 
there…fight fire with fire. Remember we are here to help, so engage your Market Development Director 
for more ways to fight the “fake news” that coalitions are putting out there. 
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